WITH FELONIOUS INTENT
Palin started. Then he struck the table so that it
jumped again.
" Of course that's it," he shouted, " She knew her
uncles too well. If she wasn't in at the death, she'd
never get a smell of the treasure or whatever it is."
There was a moment's silence.   Then—
" We can't ask you to fight her/' said Hubert.
Palin frowned.
" If there's dirty work brewing/' he said, " you can
count her out. Lady Olivia would never stoop—not
even to save her life."
Here Stiven came to say that all was ready for us
to bathe and change, and I made my way to a bedroom
fit for a lord.
Here I should say that everything went to show that
the inn had seen great days and that years ago the
road which it kept was known and used by travellers
of high degree, for the chambers were those of a mansion
and two of these were panelled from ceiling to floor.
Much of their furniture, too, was very fine, while the
beds were monumental of the state and luxurious
style which people of quality were once accustomed to
require.
I was not yet dressed when a lorry pulled up at the
inn, and two minutes later Stiven came running to
say that its driver was bound for Robin and would
carry us there if we wished. This was an opportunity
not to be lost, and ten minutes later Hubert and I
were seated in the cab with the driver, while Palin
sprawled on the meal-bags of which the lorry
was full.
If our progress was slow, the country by which we
passed was very pleasant, and the roads were good in
spite of the number of hills. When we had gone six
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